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Abstract

The multichannel video industry is a multilayered group of businesses with substantial vertical integration between the different stages of production. Previous studies have found that vertically integrated distributors in this industry will favor affiliated producers, but that overall this relationship was welfare enhancing for consumers. All but one of these previous studies, however, use data that is at least a decade old, and the industry has changed substantially since then, with consolidation, the advent of nationwide competition, new technologies, higher channel capacities, and many more national networks. I examine the effects of vertical integration on cable operator programming offerings, number of channels, and prices with 2002 data. I find that there may be, in some cases, a small propensity to favor affiliated networks, but that it is not systematic, and that consumers subscribing to vertically integrated cable operators are offered more channels divided into a greater number of packages. I also find that the number of independent networks carried increases with the national reach of the cable operator, and calculate the predicted level of national subscriber reach at which carriage of independent networks will decline.
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I. Introduction

This paper examines the effect vertical integration between distributors and programming networks in the cable industry has on cable network carriage, number of networks carried, prices, and cable penetration. Building on earlier work by Chipty (2001), I use much more recent data to investigate the influence of vertical integration on the service consumers receive, and changes in that influence since previous studies. The results shed light on the question of whether vertical integration benefits consumers and/or results in cable operators favoring their affiliated networks.

The multichannel video industry is a multilayered group of businesses with substantial vertical integration between the different stages of production. In industries with vertical relationships, product distributors may have incentive to favor vertically affiliated suppliers. In the multichannel video industry, cable operators will have incentive to favor affiliated upstream programming networks if the revenue generated by increased carriage of the affiliated network (and decreased carriage of rivals to the affiliated network) is greater than the revenue lost from reduced subscribership to the distributor’s downstream subscription service, perhaps because consumers choose another service that carries the affiliated network’s rival.\footnote{See Waterman and Weiss (1997) for a general review of the theory about the effects of vertical integration on the cable television industry.} Previous studies of vertically integrated cable operators, most notably Chipty (2001), have found that they favor affiliated producers, but that overall this relationship was welfare enhancing for consumers.

All but one of these previous studies, however, use data that are at least a decade old, and the industry has changed substantially since then. Since 1994, DBS has grown to a major national provider of multichannel video service, and new technologies, especially digital transmission, have dramatically increased the number of channels carried by multichannel video operators and the number of national video networks. Simultaneously, horizontal concentration has increased among cable distributors, but vertical integration has decreased. I examine the effects of vertical integration on cable operator programming offerings, number of channels, and prices with 2002 data. I find that there may exist, in some cases, a small propensity to favor affiliated networks, but that it is not consistent or systematic, and that consumers subscribing to vertically integrated cable operators are offered more channels divided into a larger number of packages. In other words, consumers receive higher quality and more choice. I also find that the number of independent programming networks carried (that is, programming networks completely unaffiliated with any cable operator) may peak at the national subscriber reach of the current largest cable operator.
II. Background and Previous Research

For the purposes of this paper, multichannel video service consists of multiple channels or packages of channels of video networks sold to consumer for a subscription fee. Cable service is sold in this country under a system of local franchises: the local government grants a franchise to a cable company to provide service in its area, and regulation is bifurcated between local and federal governments. Cable service, in terms of quality and price, can and does vary widely even between bordering communities. Some other technologies, such as wireless systems and telephone-provided video services, provide competitive video service in a few local areas and also vary from community to community. DBS service, in contrast, began in 1993 and is provided to the entire country with very few differences from community to community in terms of quality and price. Access to DBS service is limited to those who can view the satellite by placing a satellite dish facing south without obstruction, so some at more northerly latitudes or those living in multiple dwelling units not facing south may be unable to receive DBS service.

As noted by Chipty (2001) and FCC (2001), the multichannel video industry can be viewed as consisting of three separate layers: the content or program content production market, the programming network market (sometimes referred to as the “upstream” market), and the distribution market (sometimes referred to as the “downstream” market), with varying levels of vertical integration between the three levels. In the content market, producers of many sizes make programs that they ultimately want distributed to consumers via broadcast, cable, and satellite. Content producers range from tiny independent producers to large production divisions of large, international media conglomerates. Programming networks take individual programs and package them into one or more 24-hour networks that must be distributed to consumers via multichannel video distribution platforms. Owners of programming networks range in size from small local and regional companies offering one network to one small part of the country to companies offering one national network that covers a small niche subject to large companies producing multiple 24-hour networks that are distributed around the world. The larger programming network companies are frequently part of a larger media conglomerate.

Distributors, or multichannel video providers, own distribution technologies, such as cable systems or DBS systems, that allow them to distribute video from a central location directly to consumers’ homes. Multichannel video providers license video networks, package them together and sell them to consumers for a monthly subscription fee. The main providers of multichannel video service are cable operators and DBS operators. There are two major DBS providers, both of which are among the top four largest multichannel video providers in terms of subscribers, and together they serve roughly 20 percent of multichannel video subscribers. There are a large number of cable

---
1 Primestar, a “medium power” service began in 1993. Current providers of DBS service provide a “high powered” service, the main difference being a smaller dish. DirecTV began offering the first “high powered” DBS service in 1994, and acquired Primestar’s subscribers in 1999, and converted them to “high powered” DBS service. In general, prices are the same for DBS service, although some short-term promotions may change this temporarily for some consumers or communities. In terms of quality, most DBS service is the same for most communities, although DBS offers local broadcast channels in some communities and not others, and more northern latitudes have more difficulty picking up the satellites, and may not be able to purchase all services.
operators of various sizes, from small operators owning a single system serving a small community, to Comcast, which owns hundreds of systems serving nearly 30 percent of subscribers. The cable industry has consolidated considerably over the past ten years, with the top few cable operators serving the vast majority of subscribers in the country. Large cable operators have also concentrated their subscribers around large urban areas in a process known as "clustering."

Vertical integration between these layers of the industry is common, and may affect the behavior of actors at each level. This study is concerned with vertical integration between the programming network layer and cable operators in the distribution layer. In general, only the largest cable operators are vertically integrated with programming networks, although these cable operators possess a wide range of ownership percentages in all kinds and sizes of networks. Harms from this kind of relationships can arise if cable operators can gain more revenue from excluding a network that is a rival to a vertically integrated network, perhaps from increased advertising revenue, exceeds revenue lost from the exclusion, perhaps from the loss of cable subscriptions due defections to rival multichannel video distributors. It is likely that the risk of vertical foreclosure will rise with increased horizontal size, since larger cable operators serving a larger percentage of the industry will have greater ability to harm, or even drive out of business, rival networks. Once an operator gains the ability to deny rival networks viability, the cable operator no longer will face the risk of subscribers defecting to an alternative multichannel distributor to gain access to the rival network.

Members of Congress were concerned about the potential consequences of downstream consolidation and of vertical integration in the cable industry. To address these consequences, Congress adopted subscriber (horizontal) and channel occupancy (vertical) provisions in Section 613(f). These provisions directed the Commission, "in order to enhance effective competition," to establish reasonable limits on the number of cable subscribers that may be reached through commonly owned or attributed cable systems, and to prescribe rules limiting the number of channels that can be occupied by the cable system’s owned or affiliated video programming. It appears that Congress had two principal objectives in mind in adopting Section 613(f). First, Congress was concerned about concentration of the media in the hands of a few who could control the dissemination of information which would enable cable operators to impose their own biases upon the information they disseminate. Second, Congress was concerned that an increase in concentration and vertical integration in the cable industry could result in anti-competitive behavior by cable operators toward programming suppliers, as well as toward potential new entrants.

---

1 Section 613 was adopted as Section 11(c) of the Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-385, 106 Stat. 1460, codified at 47 U.S.C. § 533(f). The constitutionality of the statute itself was upheld in Time Warner Entertainment Co., L.P. v. United States, 211 F.3d 1313 (D.C. Cir. 2000). The ownership rules in question were adopted in Implementation of Section 11(c) of the Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 1992 Horizontal Ownership Limits, Third Report and Order, MM Docket No. 92-264, 14 FCC Red 19098 (1999). The Commission’s horizontal limit bars a cable operator from having an attributable interest in more than 30 percent of nationwide subscribership of multi-channel video programming, and the vertical limit bars a cable operator from carrying attributable programming on more than 40 percent of channels up to 75 channels of capacity. The rules are currently remanded to the Commission, but remain in effect pending review.

4 See Time Warner Entertainment Co. v. FCC, 240 F.3d 1126 (D.C. Cir. 2001). This court case also reviewed the FCC’s implementation of horizontal ownership, vertical integration, and attribution rules, remanding some and reversing others.
Several previous studies have examined the effects of horizontal concentration and vertical integration in the cable industry, although all but one use data at least ten years old. Clements and Abramowitz (2004) examined carriage on the most popular service, as defined below, and found that cable operators are significantly more likely to carry vertically integrated networks (and networks owned by broadcasters) than non-vertically integrated networks. Chipty, in a series of papers, studied different aspects of the organization of the cable industry. The first studied the effect of cable operator ownership of programming networks (Chipty, 1994), concluding that cable operators favor affiliated networks, and refuse to carry rivals of affiliated networks. The second studied whether national size had an effect on bargaining power and pricing (Chipty, 1995), finding that larger operators supply more channels and subscriptions at all prices. Chipty and Snyder (1999) examined bargaining between a programming seller and multiple buyers in which the program seller engages in simultaneous bilateral bargaining with multiple program buyers. They used advertising revenue to estimate the programmers’ gross surplus function, found that it is convex, and thus concluded that cable operator mergers will not enhance the merged firm’s bargaining position. This led Chipty and Snyder to conclude that cable operators merge to enhance efficiency rather than to gain bargaining power. Adilov and Alexander (2002), however, generalized the model to include situations where the surplus split is not equal and show that Chipty’s and Snyder’s results may not hold in such a case. Adilov (2002) examined experimental data on bilateral negotiations between programmers and cable operators and found that the surplus split was not equal.

Ford and Jackson examined the effects of horizontal concentration and vertical integration in the cable industry (Ford and Jackson, 1997). The authors concluded that horizontal concentration resulted in substantial programming cost savings for cable operators. Some of the savings were passed on to cable subscribers, resulting in a net consumer welfare gain. Vertical integration also led to cost savings for cable operators, but resulted in a net consumer loss due to an increase in producer surplus.

This paper follows the methods used in Chipty (2001), but extends the methods and, using more recent data, updates the methods to reflect changes in the MVPD industry. Chipty studied vertical integration in the cable industry using 1991 data and found a small tendency by vertically integrated cable operators to favor carrying their affiliated networks to the exclusion of comparable, non-vertically affiliated networks. Chipty also found, however, that such vertically integrated operators experienced efficiency gains, and therefore the net welfare effect for consumers was, at worst, statistically even, or perhaps weakly positive. By updating and extending Chipty (2001), I hope to provide analysis of the effects of vertical integration directly applicable to the market as it now stands.\footnote{See below for comments on Clements and Abramowitz (2004) in relation to the results of this study.}

\footnote{In this paper, I do not recreate Chipty’s (2001) demand estimations and, necessarily, the welfare analysis. Instead, I add an analysis of the effect of national subscribers on the issues raised elsewhere in the paper.}
III. Data

This study uses data on cable operators collected by the FCC as part of its Annual Survey of Cable Industry Prices ("Price Survey"). All of the data used in this paper are cross-sectional. The survey collects cable operator-reported data on cable systems, and also asks operators to estimate how many consumers subscribe to DBS within the local area. The sample is intended to be representative of U.S. cable systems. 658 observations from the Price Survey dataset, out of the total of 693 surveys returned to the FCC, were sufficiently complete and could be matched to demographic data, and thus could be used for estimation. All of the data come from July 2002, unless otherwise noted below. Demographic data come from the Census Bureau and information on vertical integration comes from the FCC’s Annual Assessment of the Status of Competition in the Market for the Delivery of Video Programming. The data from the Census Bureau are two years older (as of 2000) than the other data. Table A-1 in the Appendix details the variables and their definitions, and explains some differences between those that Chipty used and the ones I used. For instance, the Price Survey does not collect data on premium services prices, so these were excluded from estimations.

IV. Program Offerings

Following Chipty (2001), I first examine the effects of vertical integration in two areas concerning program offerings of cable operators using reduced-form equations. One group of estimations examine the effect of vertical integration on the number of popular tier offerings, premium services offered, and total channels offered. A second group of estimations examine the effect that vertical integration with a programming network has on an operator’s decision to carry a rival to that network. As Chipty indicates, increased programming offerings associated with vertical integration indicates efficiency associated with vertical integration and a reduced propensity to carry rival networks indicates foreclosure behavior. The balance between these two effects determines the consumer welfare outcome of vertical integration.

To study the effects of vertical integration on program offerings, I use three measures, number of channels offered on the most popular offering (usually the basic tier plus the next higher tier of service), number of premium services offered, and total number of channels offered. To study the effects of vertical integration, I examine the probability that a vertically integrated operator will carry its affiliated network and a rival to that network in a variety of programming categories, such as news, financial news, and general interest programming. The models also include various other measures of owner characteristics, system characteristics, and demographic variables, closely following Chipty (2001), but adjusted in some cases to reflect changes in the industry. (See the Appendix, Table A-1 for details.)

---

7 Following Chipty (2001), a cable operator that holds any percentage interest in a cable network is considered vertically integrated with the network. An exception is that networks owned by Liberty are not considered vertically integrated. Liberty owns only cable properties in Puerto Rico, and thus is not a major cable system operator in the United States.
One important example of an adjustment concerns channel capacity, which is a cable system characteristic. As I note in the Appendix, Chipty used system channel capacity, or the number of analog channels a system was capable of offering; instead this study uses system capacity, measured in megahertz. In 1991, cable systems transmitted all signals in analog format, and only video service was offered. Therefore, megahertz and channel capacity were equivalent: system capacity in megahertz could be found by multiplying the channel capacity by six, or the amount of megahertz required to transmit one analog channel. By 2002, however, many operators were transmitting channels using both analog and digital formats, and using some system capacity to offer additional services, such as high-speed Internet access, telephone, and video-on-demand. Digital transmission allows operators to compress multiple channels into the same six megahertz required to transmit one analog channel. Therefore, system capacity in megahertz is now a more accurate measure of a cable operator's total capacity to offer services. Like Chipty, I constructed estimates both with and without system capacity because of the possibility of endogeneity, and, also like Chipty, found little difference between the results of the two specifications.

To examine the three aggregate measures of program offerings, reduced form parameters are estimated equation-by-equation, using ordinary least squares (OLS). The effect of vertical integration on individual program offerings is examined by estimating reduced form parameters equation-by-equation using probit maximum likelihood. The dataset is an unbalanced panel of 658 systems and 71 owners. As a result, I report both t-statistics, using standard errors from OLS and probit maximum likelihood, and robust t-statistics, which are computed using robust standard errors. As Chipty describes (2001 at 435 and fn.26), robust standard errors allow for unspecified heteroskedasticity and for correlation in errors across systems controlled by the same cable operator. Since cable operators have consolidated considerably since 1991, and large cable operators have attempted standardization in offerings across systems, dealing with this issue is more important now than it was with 1991 data.

A. Number of Popular Tier, Premium, and Total Channels Offered

As noted in Table A-1, changes in the industry dictated the use of a different measure of programming services offered than the number of channels offered on the basic, or lowest, tier. Since 1991, in part in response to regulatory changes, cable operators have moved from offering the majority of their services on the basic tier, to, in many cases, offering a small basic tier with one or more additional tiers of channels above that. These higher tiers are sometimes referred to as Cable Programming Service Tiers or CPSTs. Additionally, in recent years, cable operators have added digital tiers, which consist of additional packages of channels transmitted by digital transmission. Chipty was attempting to examine how vertical integration affected what all subscribers receive, since all by law had to subscribe to the basic tier to receive any other services. Today, there is no equivalent because basic tiers contain a much smaller percentage of available programming services, the vast majority of systems offer additional higher tiers, and subscribers are no longer required to purchase the basic tier (although almost all do). The best possible substitute appears to be what the FCC calls “the most popular service,” (FCC 2002) consisting of the basic tier and the next higher CPST. The vast
majority of cable subscribers take this service, and many of the premier cable satellite networks are carried either on the basic tier or first CPST. (This entire discussion excludes premium movie networks like HBO, which are examined separately below.) I therefore examine the effect of vertical integration on the most popular service as defined above.

Examining this measure of services offered produced a surprise compared to Chippy's results. (See the Appendix, Table A-3, for specific results.) Chippy found that cable operators vertically integrated with basic cable networks (like those carried on basic tiers and CPSTs) offered more programming networks on their basic tiers. This is not a surprising result since vertically integrated operators tend to be larger with greater resources and to operate systems in first tier markets with more channels. Using 2002 data, however, I found that cable operators vertically integrated with basic cable networks offered fewer networks (5.65 channels fewer on average)\(^8\) on their most popular services. (The one cable operator integrated with premium services, Time Warner, offers more channels on average.) Due to this result, I further examined the service offered by cable operators, examining how vertical integration affects the total number of channels offered. (None of the other coefficients in this specification revealed surprising results, and those are not the focus of this study, so I will not discuss them here. Interested readers can see Table A-3 in the Appendix for these results.)

Examining total channels offered revealed the expected results: cable operators vertically integrated with basic cable networks offered 9.50 additional total channels on average, and the cable operator vertically integrated with premium networks offered more total channels on average. This result indicates that there are efficiency gains from vertical integration, which are being passed on to consumers, but there are some additional interesting implications for consumer choice and competition between vertically integrated and independent cable networks. First, since cable operators vertically integrated with basic cable networks both offer fewer channels on the first two tiers of service, and more total channels over all, at least some of the operators must be offering subscribers the additional channels on higher tiers, sometimes digital, sometimes analog. In other words, subscribers to those systems may receive both higher quality service, and more choice through more packages of basic networks to choose from. Thus, vertical integration with basic networks may benefit consumers both through additional services and through greater choice.

On the other hand, the fact that some vertically integrated cable operators are offering additional channels on higher tiers, which generally have much lower penetration than the most popular service, may indicate a more subtle form of discrimination against networks that rival vertically integrated networks than outright vertical foreclosure. Since the higher tiers tend to have much lower penetration rates, placing rivals to vertically integrated services will necessarily provide them smaller audiences, which means lower advertising revenues, which means fewer resources for program development and, ultimately, a lower probability for survival. If nothing else,

---

\(^8\) Following Chippy (2001, pg. 436, note 28), the difference in number of channels offered is calculated by multiplying the mean number of basic networks with which vertically integrated operators are affiliated (7.87 from Table A-2) by the marginal effect of basic integration (the coefficient on integration with basic service from Table A-3, in this case -0.718 from Panel A, specification (1)).
even subscribers who receive the higher, lower penetration tiers may have more difficulty finding a network placed on channel 354 than one placed on channel 43. Thus, the probit result presented below may not show the entire story of discrimination against rivals to vertically integrated networks. The results of Clements and Abramowitz (2004) are interesting in relation to this supposition. Examining carriage on the most popular service, as defined above, they found that cable operators are significantly more likely to carry vertically integrated networks (and networks owned by broadcasters) than non-vertically integrated networks. At first glance, Clements and Abramowitz (2004), combined with the results of this paper, seems to indicate “channel placement discrimination” by vertically integrated cable operators against non-vertically integrated networks. It is important to note, however, that frequently non-vertically integrated competitors to vertically integrated networks are much newer than the vertically integrated alternative, and thus sought carriage when most popular service packages were full, and thus no carriage but on higher tiers was available. The difficulty of discerning the relative importance of age versus vertical affiliation in carriage decisions on the most popular service package prevented me from investigating this phenomenon more thoroughly, and should give pause to interpreting Clements and Abramowitz (2004) as evidence of discrimination against non-vertically affiliated networks.

B. Carriage Decisions for Rival Networks

I next examined cable operator carriage decisions for a variety of programming networks within a programming category, in each case examining pairs with one vertically integrated network and one independent network. In each case, I estimated reduced form parameters using probit maximum likelihood, and examined the probability of carriage of a rival to an affiliated network, of the affiliated network itself, and of both the rival and the affiliated network. I also included a variable (in a modification to Chipty (2001)) for operators affiliated with any network other than the affiliated network in question. This variable was included to check for the possibility of a quid-pro-quo, which might take one of two forms: (1) carry my network and I will carry yours; or (2) foreclose the rival to my network and I will foreclose the rival to your network.

In this examination, I studied the carriage decisions for five pairs of rival networks: National Geographic and Discovery; CNBC and CNNfn; USA and TNT; MSNBC and CNN; and Bravo and TCM. For each of the pairs, the first listed is independent, the second vertically integrated. In each case, the networks were selected because they were clearly identifiable as part of a distinct programming category (learning, financial news, general interest, news, and non-premium movies, respectively, as listed above), and because they were clearly rivals to each other. While Chipty (2001) examined only two cases, I examined five cases to give a broader picture of program carriage decisions, and

---

9 I note that CNNfn has ceased operations since the data for this study were collected, in fact, while I was running regressions! I have kept the results, but it is interesting to note that CNNfn’s affiliation with Time Warner did not allow it to survive in the market. Time Warner experience similar problems with CNN/SI in competition with ESPN. These represent only two examples, but show that whatever advantage vertical affiliation might provide, it does not assure success in the programming market.
I chose a variety of pairs, such as old network versus old network, new versus old, new versus new, in hopes of gaining insight in a variety of cases.\footnote{10}

In general, examination of the likelihood of carriage of rival pairs shows no systematic attempt to exclude rivals to vertically integrated programming networks, nor of a quid-pro-quo system of coordinated foreclosure. In some cases, a vertically integrated operator is more likely to carry a rival, and in some cases less likely. The carriage pattern of cable operators affiliated with networks other than the vertically integrated network in the pair move in every direction, seemingly randomly, so it is reasonable to assume that factors other than a quid-pro-quo arrangement are driving those carriage decisions. In all cases, though, vertical integration either raised the probability of carriage of the vertically integrated network, or perfectly predicted carriage (i.e., all of the systems owned by the vertically integrated operator carried the vertically integrated network). Thus, vertical integration clearly improves prospects for carriage on vertically integrated systems, but does not appear to reduce universally the prospect of carriage for independent networks that are rivals of the vertically integrated network.

One possible interpretation of this result, since carriage of the independent rivals does appear to be suppressed slightly in one of the five cases,\footnote{11} is that vertically integrated operators have some incentive to favor integrated networks, but that, in most cases, other considerations (e.g., consumer demand for the independent rival, pressure from MVPD competitors, etc.) overwhelm the foreclosure incentive. Other possible scenarios include that cable operators may favor vertically integrated networks only at first, to give them a first mover advantage in the market, or when they are under competitive pressure,\footnote{12} or that vertically integrated operators engage in more subtle forms of discrimination, such as channel placement or contract terms. One might conclude, however, from these results, that market pressures, such as consumer demand and competition from other MVPD providers, sharply curtail the ability of vertically integrated operators to foreclose independent rival networks completely or indefinitely.

V. Penetration Rates and Prices

I next examine to the effect of vertical integration on penetration rates and prices. The full results for the effects of vertical integration on equilibrium prices are contained in Table A-8, and the full results for the effects of vertical integration on equilibrium penetration rates are contained in Table A-9. The results from 2002 are similar, but slightly different, than those for 1991. I note that in both cases, the changes in demographic variables show the greatest differences between 1991 and 2001. This finding may be interesting to some, but bears little relevance to the focus of this paper. Instead, I limit my discussion of the effects of vertical integration on these variables.

\footnote{10 Using a variety of ages of networks, and relative ages between rivals, addresses to some degree the difficulty discussed above with Clements and Abramowitz (2004).}

\footnote{11 National Geographic is carried by a slightly lower fraction (0.623) of vertically integrated cable operators than the model predicts (0.629 or 0.630, depending on the particulars of the specification).}

\footnote{12 In the case of National Geographic versus Discovery, the competitive pressure rationale is most believable, since the National Geographic brand name may allow the National Geographic channel a better chance at entering Discovery’s product niche.}
A. Prices

Chipty examined integration effects on both basic prices and on premium prices. Since my dataset does not include data on premium prices, I restrict my examination to the effects on a current equivalent to Chipty’s “price of basic cable.” As I note elsewhere, especially in my explanation of variables in Table A-1 of the Appendix, changes in the industry since 1991 make the price of basic cable (i.e., of the lowest package of service) less relevant today, I instead examine the effects of integration on the price of the “most popular service” that is, as FCC (2002) notes, generally the basic package plus the next higher tier of service.

Chipty found that integration with basic services had a small positive effect on basic prices, and that integration with premium services had a small negative effect on basic prices. My examination found the opposite for these two variables: integration with basic services has a small, but statistically significant, negative effect on the price of the most popular package, and integration with premium services has a small, but statistically significant, positive effect on equilibrium prices. Only one provider, Time Warner, is integrated with premium services, however, and other unobserved characteristics about that provider's markets may affect equilibrium prices; as noted above, Time Warner does, on average, offer more channels, which likely accounts for this effect.

Since I examine the price for a different service package than Chipty, further investigation of prices for non-premium services is appropriate, to make direct comparisons more meaningful. As noted elsewhere, the industry has changed significantly, with cable operators offering many more channels in more packages, affording consumers more choice, both in terms of numbers of channels and in terms of the combinations of channels available. Since consumers are now paying more for more channels, it is reasonable to examine a “per-unit” price that at least partially accounts for quality differences. A simple per unit price is a per channel price, so I performed the same regression for most popular package prices, except using a per channel price for the most popular package as the dependent variable instead of the monthly rate.

This specification shows that cable operators integrated with basic networks charge a slightly higher per channel rate for the most popular package, and that Time Warner, the one cable operator integrated with premium networks charge a slightly lower per channel price, and that both variables are significant at a 95% confidence level or higher. Removing the variable measuring integration with premium services causes the coefficient of integration with basic services to change to zero and become statistically insignificant, but the fit is much poorer. I further note that the fit for the per channel specification is noticeably better than that for the monthly rate.

B. Penetration Rates

Chipty examined penetration in more detail than I did, with four different measures of penetration, including two measures of premium penetration. Since the Price Survey dataset did not collect data on premium penetration rates, I did not include these
variables and specifications. Instead, I examine only the effect of basic integration and premium integration on basic penetration.

In relation to equilibrium penetration rates, like Chipty, I find that vertical integration with basic services has a small positive effect on system penetration rates. The coefficient in Chipty’s estimation was not significant at a 95% level of confidence, whereas in the current study, the coefficient is significant at a 99% level of confidence. Integration with premium services has a small negative, but statistically significant effect on penetration rates, but, as I note above, only Time Warner is integrated with premium services, and other unobserved characteristics about that provider’s markets (such as the higher rate it charges may cause lower penetration rates.

VI. Effect of National Subscribers

In addition to updating Chipty (2001), I also examined the effect of cable national subscriber reach (i.e., the number of subscribers a cable operator serves in total nationwide) on carriage of independent programming networks (i.e., cable networks with no cable operator ownership at all). To examine the effect of cable national subscriber reach on carriage of independent programming networks, reduced form parameters are estimated, using OLS, with number of independent networks as the dependent variable and independent variables similar to the OLS equations estimated previously. As before, both standard OLS errors and heteroskedasticity robust errors are reported. One important difference with previous equations is that a quadratic term for national cable subscribers is included as an independent variable, which will allow an examination of the curve in relation to national cable subscribership and, given certain results, allow the estimation of the level of national subscribership that leads to maximum carriage of independent networks.13

Given a quadratic equation such as:

\[ Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X + \beta_2 X^2 + \mu \]

where \( Y \) is the number of independent networks carried, \( X \) is the national subscribership of the cable operator, \( \beta \) represents the estimated parameters, and \( \mu \) is the error term, the independent effect of national subscribership on carriage of independent networks can be found by taking the derivative with respect to national subscribership, setting it equal to zero, and evaluating.14 Mathematically,

\[ \partial Y / \partial X = \beta_1 + 2 \beta_2 X \]

and the effect of national subscribers can be examined. If \( \beta_1 \) is positive and \( \beta_2 \) is negative, then national subscribership initially has a positive relationship with carriage of independent networks, but reaches a maximum that can be solved for.

---

13 Specifications with cubic and quartic terms for national subscribership were also estimated, but terms higher than the quadratic were not significant, so these specifications were abandoned.

14 Obviously, this is a vast simplification of the full model, and this is done for ease of exposition. Of course, all other terms drop out when taking the derivative, so including them in the first equation adds no information.
The estimated parameters show just this result, as reported in Table A-11, below.

VII. Summary and Conclusion

In this study, I have updated older studies of the effects of vertical integration, following closely Chipty (2001). Using 2002 data, I examined the effects of vertical integration on cable operator programming offerings, number of channels, and prices. I find that there may be, in some cases, a small propensity to favor affiliated networks relative to rivals to those networks, but that it is not systematic, and that consumers subscribing to vertically integrated cable operators are offered more total channels divided into a greater number of packages. This means that these subscribers have more choice of services, and can choose from a larger variety of packages. In terms of the most popular package, vertically integrated operators offer fewer channels (offering them instead in additional packages), and in some cases charge slightly lower prices, and in other cases, slightly higher prices.

These findings can be summarized to say that vertical integration may allow some limited foreclosure, a potential harm (although this effect is small and may be caused by other, unobserved factors), and seems to confer also some efficiencies, which are passed onto consumers through more channels and more choices in how to receive services. Additionally, the fact that foreclosure is not universal (i.e., not observed in every case) indicates that cable operators have limited incentive and/or ability to foreclose, perhaps limited by the ability of consumers to switch to DBS to gain access to more highly desired networks. The effect on prices is uncertain from this study, but not dramatic.

In other words, whatever harms are observed seem to be minor, uncertain, and attenuated, while there are clear efficiency benefits. While vertically integrated operators may engage in more subtle forms of discrimination, such as channel and tier placement, or advertising splits, the most obvious harm, foreclosure, is not systematic, and there is no obvious quid pro quo between vertically integrated cable operators concerning carriage of networks affiliated with other operators. While Chipty (2001) found more obvious vertical foreclosure behavior using 1991 data, the same cannot be said for 2002 data in a study that examines a wider variety of networks. The change in the interim may have occurred due to changes in the industry, such as increases in channel capacity or decreases in levels of vertical integration.

Finally, this straightforward update to Chipty’s work points to areas for additional research. First, further examination of channel and tier placement of networks may reveal more subtle forms of discrimination. Second, recreating Chipty’s (2001) demand estimation, but in a form that takes greater account of changes that have transpired in the industry since 1991, would allow a consumer welfare analysis to quantify the balance between harms and benefits of vertical integration. Third, a time series analysis of how changes in the industry affect the behavior of vertically integrated operators may reveal what factors could lead to harms from vertical integration in the future, and aid the FCC in monitoring the industry to prevent future harms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical Construct</th>
<th>Empirical Measure</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographic variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of the television market</td>
<td>Designated Market Area (DMA) rank.</td>
<td>DMA market</td>
<td>49.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>Number of television households.</td>
<td>DMA market</td>
<td>1,471,833.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income.</td>
<td></td>
<td>ZCTA5</td>
<td>44,001.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older viewership</td>
<td>Percentage of population over 65.</td>
<td>ZCTA5</td>
<td>13.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger viewership</td>
<td>Percentage of population between ages 5 and 15.</td>
<td>ZCTA5</td>
<td>14.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-white viewership</td>
<td>Percentage of population non-white</td>
<td>ZCTA5</td>
<td>20.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size</td>
<td>Persons per household.</td>
<td>ZCTA5</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Population density</td>
<td>ZCTA5</td>
<td>2,377.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price-quantity-service variables</strong></td>
<td>Monthly price for the first two tiers of channels.</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>35.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic penetration rate</td>
<td>Basic subscriptions divided by homes passed by the cable system.</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premium services</td>
<td>Number of premium channels offered.</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>77.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular channels</td>
<td>Number of channels offered in most popular cable service.</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>60.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total channels</td>
<td>Total channels offered.</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>169.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System and owner characteristics</strong></td>
<td>Number of years since franchise began.</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>27.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System age</td>
<td>System capacity.</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>672.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System size</td>
<td>Number of homes passed locally.</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>175,279.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner’s horizontal size</td>
<td>Owner’s subscribers nationally</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>7,365,731.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with basic services</td>
<td>Number of basic program services with which the system owner is vertically integrated.</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with premium services</td>
<td>Number of premium program services with which the system owner is vertically integrated.</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total integration</td>
<td>Number of total program services with which the system owner is vertically integrated.</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>6.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes for Table A-1.

1. For dummy variables, this column lists the number of observations corresponding to one.
2. Chippy used area of dominant influence rank, which is no longer compiled. DMA rank is functionally equivalent. Higher numbers denote smaller television markets.
3. Chippy also used in this category a variable called “basic program duplication,” defined as, “number of basic program services offered divided by the number of program service types offered.” In other words, channels were divided into categories of programming, and the number of basic channels offered was divided into the number of categories. I did not include this variable, mainly because the variety of programming has increased dramatically since 1992, and I was faced with the choice of using Chippy’s categories, or adding new categories to reflect changes in the industry, and both choices appear arbitrary.
Notes for Table A-1, continued.

1 Chipty used monthly price of basic cable, or of the lowest tier (i.e., package of channels) of service. Regulatory changes since 1992 have led many cable operators to reduce the number of channels offered on the basic tier and to offer one or more additional tiers, or packages, of channels. I therefore used the most closely equivalent current measure, which is the price of the first two tiers of service, excluding premium services. On systems that offer only a basic tier and then premium services, I used the price of the basic tier alone. Chipty also included the price of premium cable, but we do not have the data for this variable, so it is excluded.

2 Chipty used system channel capacity. I decided to use system capacity, measured in megahertz. In 1991, cable systems transmitted all signals in analog format, and only video service was offered. Therefore, megahertz and channel capacity were equivalent: system capacity in megahertz could be found by multiplying the channel capacity by six, or the number of megahertz required to transmit one analog channel. By 2002, however, many operators were transmitting channels using both analog and digital formats, and using some system capacity to offer additional services, such as high-speed Internet access, telephone, and video-on-demand. Digital transmission allows operators to compress multiple channels into the same six megahertz required to transmit one analog channel. Therefore, system capacity in megahertz is now a more accurate measure of a cable operator’s total capacity to offer services.

### Table A-2—Average Product Characteristics by Ownership Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Full Sample</th>
<th>Unintegrated Systems</th>
<th>Basic Systems</th>
<th>Premium Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N = 658</td>
<td>N = 324</td>
<td>N = 334</td>
<td>N = 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price of most popular package</td>
<td>35.42</td>
<td>34.61</td>
<td>36.21</td>
<td>36.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Penetration Rate</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premium services</td>
<td>77.12</td>
<td>54.10</td>
<td>99.45</td>
<td>126.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most popular services</td>
<td>60.71</td>
<td>56.46</td>
<td>64.84</td>
<td>69.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with basic services</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with premium services</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Unintegrated systems are systems where the operator is vertically unIntegrated. Basic systems are systems where the operator owns at least one basic service. Premium systems are systems where the operator owns at least one premium service. (The definitions of premium and basic systems are slightly different than what Chipty used. Chipty counted systems owned by operators that were vertically integrated with premium services exclusively as premium systems, but not as basic systems, even if the operator was integrated with basic networks. Since the only operator integrated with premium networks is also integrated with a large number of basic networks (the most of any operator), I counted those systems as basic systems, in addition to breaking out their characteristics as premium systems above. I believe this operator's effect on integration with basic services cannot be ignored simply because it also owns premium services.)


--------, *Annual Review of Cable Industry Prices, 1998-2002*, MM Docket No. 92-266. This refers to five separate reports, released annually.


